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Stati mentali a rischio ed esordi psicotici

……Interazione tra “ambiente” e “vulnerabilità biologica”



The standard research definition of At Risk Mental State (ARMS)
include:

(1)Genetic Risk and Deterioration Syndrome, a trait/state
combination of genetic/familial risk or schizotypal personality
disorder with functional decline

(2) Attenuated Positive Symptom Syndrome, considered an early,
subtle form of psychotic-like symptoms (less intense and less
frequent)

(3) Brief Intermittent Psychotic Syndrome, that are recent, brief, and
not seriously disorganizing or dangerous

(associati a riduzione e/o compromissione del funzionamento)

Mod. da: Carrión RE, Correll CU, Auther AM and Cornblatt BA.
Schizophrenia Bulletin vol. 43 no. 1 pp. 64–74, 2017



A somewhat different classification according to a theoretical model proposing that…

Schizophrenia is rooted in genetic abnormalities that affect development of basic brain

functions. The underlying brain abnormalities are life-long, relatively subtle and provide the
necessary but not sufficient foundation for later illness.

Examples of the vulnerability factors on the behavioral level are cognitive deficits, social

isolation, and school/work problems.
On their own, these abnormalities, which typically precede positive symptoms by several years,
have been shown to lead to various levels of functional disability.

However, according to this model, when combined with the additional predisposition (likely
having an independent genetic etiology) to develop positive symptoms, then psychoses evolve.
Therefore, critical to this model is the notion that there are 2 independent processes involved in
developing a full-blown psychotic illness. The presence of either one alone can lead to poor
long-term prognosis, but the interaction between these 2 pathways is thought to lead to
emergence of full-blown psychosis.

Recognition and Prevention (RAP) Program of the Zucker Hillside Hospital in New York  

Carrión RE, Correll CU, Auther AM and Cornblatt BA. Schizophrenia Bulletin vol. 43 no. 1 pp. 64–74, 2017

……fattori di resilienza



Van Os, Kenis, Rutten, Nature vol 468, 2010

“Approccio dimensionale”:

Childhood trauma is associated with the
(1)narrow concept of schizophrenia,
(2)the broader spectrum of psychotic
disorder as well as with (3) subthreshold
expressions of psychotic experiences in
non-ill people.

J. van Os et al. Schizophrenia Bulletin, 2016



…etiopatogenesi multifattoriale
6



…perdita del trofismo neuronale
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……dimensioni psicopatologiche



These dimensions are

“transdiagnostic,” in the sense

that they are expressed in

varying degrees across the

diagnostic categories making up

the clinical psychosis spectrum.

And their cognitive, neural,

and social mechanisms are

likely transdiagnostic as well.



Schizophr Bull. 2017 Jan;43(1):64-74. 

A Severity-Based Clinical Staging Model for
the Psychosis Prodrome: Longitudinal Findings
From the New York Recognition and Prevention
Program

Carrión RE, Correll CU, Auther AM and Cornblatt BA



Measures to prediction “converters” vs “non-converters”

Sintomi positivi attenuati

Funzionamento

Disturbi del contenuto 
del pensiero



Measures to prediction “poor” vs “good functioning”
Percezione soggettiva 
di alterazioni 
vegetative

Disturbi dell’attenzione

Disturbi del contenuto 
del pensiero

Anedonia, asocialità







Disturbi della cognizione sociale

….inferenze sullo stato mentale degli altri, teoria della mente (false credenze)

…..decodifica delle emozioni altrui

…..percezione sociale

….dare un senso a se stessi, agli altri e alle situazioni sociali

…attribuzione della causalità degli eventi (bias)

Disfunzioni cognitive e soprattutto deficit dell’intelligenza sociale e della “teoria della mente”,
si sono rivelati possibili indici nel prevedere il rischio di transizione e l’outcome funzionale.



Our data suggest that early psychosis may be characterized by an underlying reduction in brain
network integration in facial emotion recognition networks (right fusiform face area, superior
parietal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex).

Both the UHR and schizophrenia groups were characterized by hyperactivity in superior
temporal sulcus and hypoactivity in inferior frontal gyrus

The CHR group performed poorer
on all tests of social cognition
across all time points compared to
HCs.

North American Prodrome Longitudinal Study





…..Disturbi cognitivi ed outcome



Schizophrenia Research (2017)





It may be more productive to consider the full range of person-specific psychopathology in all
young individuals who seek help for mental health problems, instead of “policing” youngsters
for the transdiagnostic dimension of psychosis.
Instead of the relatively inefficient medical high risk approach, a public health perspective,
focusing on improved access to a low-stigma, high-hope, small scale and youth-specific
environment with acceptable language and interventions may represent a more useful and
efficient strategy.


